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Division questions grade 5

Boast division skills in your 5th graders with these super amazing division worksheets for grade 5 pdf. This resource has been created with inspirational division sums for grade 5 worksheets with answers, aimed to strengthen in kids easy methods of sharing in equal amounts, basic division operations,
division with remainders and long division. Its content also include division word problems worksheets grade 5 pdf and much more. As we know, kid’s understanding of division concepts and strategies is likely to better develop through meaningful and purposeful problem-solving activities. To his effect, we
have designed in a special way step by step solving strategies, ranging from divide multi digit numbers by 1-digit, 2-digits, 3-digits etc. equally included here are fun division word problems, estimating quotients etc. All these division exercises with fun strategies will foster kid’s mathematical power as they
tend to recognise the processes involved in division, making connections between division, subtraction, and multiplication. Apart from division exercises indicated by the division sign (÷), how can kids easily interpret division situations? Our division worksheets for grade 5 with their fun inspirational word
problems are just a perfect response to this question. Considering the fact that division is all about sharing, our word problems have all been set in a sharing situation. In a bid to make these problems very simple and straight to the point for easy interpretation, they’ve all been set in a way that either; - The
whole amount and the number of groups are known, but the number of items in each group is unknown ; or - The whole amount and the number of items in each group are known, but the number of groups is unknown. Unlimited adaptive online practice on Division. Practice that feels like play! Get shields,
trophies, certificates and scores. Master Division as you play. Start Practice ... These grade 5 worksheets provide more challenging practice on multiplication and division concepts learned in earlier grades. Explore all of our division worksheets, from simple division facts to long division of large numbers.
Find all of our multiplication worksheets, from basic multiplication facts to multiplying multi-digit whole numbers in columns. K5 Learning offers free worksheets, flashcards and inexpensive workbooks for kids in kindergarten to grade 5.  We help your children build good study habits and excel in school. 
‘Four Fundamental Operations’ Maths workbook. It contains Division worksheets and questions for Class 5. It also covers multiplication sums in creative worksheets. Addition and Subtraction statements for your child. There are a total number of 56 worksheets in pdf format. The workbook has an answer
key at the end. All these 5th Grade Math worksheets are Black & White.These ‘Division’ worksheets for Class 5 cover the following topics:Properties of AdditionSubtraction (with/without Regrouping)Subtraction statementsAddition and Subtraction togetherSubtractionMultiplication sums of large
numbersProperties of Multiplication DivisionOur Division questions for Class 5 are activity-based. If you are looking for 5th Grade Math worksheets in pdf for your child then do give our workbooks a try. The instructions are easy to follow. This allows children to study without adult supervision and makes
them independent.  We can proudly say that key2practice workbooks make Hindi, Maths and English concepts so interesting that your child would want to study every day. Why is daily practice important for students?A guaranteed way to succeed at studies is by practising the concepts daily. Studies
prove how daily practice can improve a child’s learning abilities. Our Division questions for Class 5 help the students with the daily practice of concepts. Easy to understand practice sheets uncomplicates concepts for students. Parents can also take a break from creating worksheets for children to
practice. key2practice workbooks are affordable. They are comprehensive and application-based. Making your child’s K-12 learning engaging. It eases the experience of homeschooling for the parents as well.This workbook on Division questions for Class 5 is available in pdf format. It is easy to download
on your device and print. For a sneak peek, you can try our free sample sheets. The link is provided below and decide for yourself.key2practice offers Maths, Hindi, English workbooks and worksheets. Starting from Pre-primary children till Grade 5 – They are suitable for all.Maths Test Papers for Grade 6
COMING SOON! Watch the space. key2practice worksheets are exclusively designed by experts and experienced educators. For our International customers, these Worksheets and workbooks are available in pdf format. The customers can easily download on their device and print.Read more blogs
on Maths and English concepts.Click here to download free sample worksheets.Happy Workbooking! If you're seeing this message, it means we're having trouble loading external resources on our website. If you're behind a web filter, please make sure that the domains *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org
are unblocked. Word problems on division for fourth grade students are solved here step by step. Consider the following examples on word problems involving division:1. $5,876 are distributed equally among 26 men. How much money will each person get?Solution:Money received by 26 men = 5876 So,
money received by one man = 5876 ÷ 26= 226 Each man will get $226.  2. If 9975 kg of wheat is packed in 95 bags, how much wheat will each bag contain?Solution:Since 95 bags contain wheat 9975 kgTherefore, 1 bag contains wheat (9975 ÷ 95) kg= 105 kg Each bag contains wheat = 105 kgIn a
problem sum involving division, we have to be careful about using the remainder. 3. 89 people have been invited to a banquet. The caterer is arranging tables. Each table can seat 12 people. How many tables are needed? Solution: To answer this question, we need to divide 89 by 12 89 ÷ 12 Quotient
- 7 Remainder - 5If the caterer arranges 7 tables, then 5 people will have no place to sit. So he needs to arrange 7 + 1 = 8 tables. 4. How many hours are there in 1200 minutes? Solution:We know that there are 60 minutes in 1 hour.Divide the number of minutes by the number of minutes in 1 hour. We
get, divide 1200 by 601200 ÷ 60 = 20So there are 20 hours in 1200 minutes.Answer: 20 hours.  5. A bus can hold 108 passengers. If there are 12 rows of seats on the bus, how many seats are in each row? Solution:Total number of passengers = 108There are 12 rows of seats on the bus. To find how
many seats are there in each row, divide the total number of passengers by the number of rows of seats on the bus. We get, divide 108 by 12108 ÷ 12 = 9Therefore, there are 9 seats in each row. Answer: 9 seats. 6. Tom had 63 apples. He divides all apples evenly among 9 friends. How many apples did
Tom give to each of his friends? Solution:Total number of apples = 63There are 9 friends of seats on the bus. To find how many apples Tom gave to each of his friends, divide the total number of apples by the number of friends. We get, divide 63 by 963 ÷ 9 = 7Therefore, Tom gives 7 apples to each of his
friends. Answer: 7 Apples7. Mark baked 195 cookies and divided them equally into 13 packs. How many cookies did Mark put in each packet? Solution:Total number of cookies = 195There are 13 packs. To find how many cookies did Mark put in each packet, divide the total number of cookies by the
number of packs. We get, divide 195 by 13195 ÷ 13 = 15Therefore, Mark put 15 cookies in each pack. Answer: 15 cookies. 9. Nancy needs 5 lemons to make a glass of orange juice. If Nancy has 250 oranges, how many glasses of orange juice can she make? Solution:Total number of oranges = 250She
needs 5 lemons to make a glass of orange juice. To find how many glasses of orange juice can Nancy make, divide the total number of oranges by the number of oranges needed for each glass of orange juice. We get, divide 250 by 5250 ÷ 5 = 50Therefore, Nancy can make 50 glasses of orange juice.
Answer: 50 glasses of orange juice. 10. In your classes you counted 120 hands. How many students were at the class? Solution: Total number of hands = 120We have 2 hands. To find how many students were at the class, divide the total number of hands by the number of hands we have. We get, divide
120 by 2220 ÷ 2 = 60Therefore, there were 60 students at the class.Answer: 60 students. These are the four basic word problems on division. Related Concept ● Addition● Word Problems on Addition ● Subtraction ● Check for Subtraction and Addition ● Word Problems Involving Addition and Subtraction
● Estimating Sums and Differences ● Find the Missing Digits ● Multiplication ● Multiply a Number by a 2-Digit Number ● Multiplication of a Number by a 3-Digit Number ● Multiply a Number ● Estimating Products ● Word Problems on Multiplication ● Multiplication and Division ● Terms Used in Division ●
Division of Two-Digit by a One-Digit Numbers ● Division of Four-Digit by a One-Digit Numbers ● Division by 10 and 100 and 1000 ● Dividing Numbers ● Estimating the Quotient ● Division by Two-Digit Numbers ● Word Problems on Division 4th Grade Math Activities From Word Problems on Division to
HOME PAGE Didn't find what you were looking for? Or want to know more information about Math Only Math. Use this Google Search to find what you need. Division is a basic skill we use daily! The division worksheets motivate kids of grade 3, grade 4 and grade 5 and help them see the real-life
benefits division skills can bring them and help build those skills. Included here are division times tables and charts, various division models, division facts, divisibility rules, timed division drills, worksheets with grid assistance, basic and advanced division, multiplication and division fact family, estimating
product and quotient, division word problems and the list goes on. Division Tables and Charts Packed in this unit are division tables and charts featuring 1 to 16, 20, 25 and 50 times division tables presented as individual and as 5-in-1, 10-in-1, and 12-in-1 charts. Test skills with follow-up activities. Division
Models Learn four important strategies with this bundle of division models worksheets. Find division problems involving equal sharing and grouping, divide using arrays and on the number line model as well. Division Facts Emphasizing on each divisor ranging between 1 and 12, the division facts
worksheets contain adequate exercises to develop skills. Learn to divide the numbers and complete the division facts. Divisibility Rules The divisibility rules worksheets comprise a divisibility rules chart stating the rules for divisors 2-12. Apply rules to test numbers with multiple divisors. Answer Yes/No
questions, MCQs and more! Basic Division Bolster skills with this collection of 50+ basic division worksheets, comprehend the zero property, identity property, complete division sentences, unit price, repeated subtraction and compare quantities as well. Timed Division Drills Incorporate this package of
timed division drills worksheets encompassing ample skills in dividing single and double digit numbers with and without a remainder. The number of problems vary per page. Division using Grids Get acquainted with the concept of division using grids worksheets or graph paper worksheets involving
dividends up to 4-digits. Grids provide assistance in solving division exercises with ease. 2-digit by 1-digit Division Utilize the 2-digit by 1-digit division worksheets to find the quotients and remainders, solve division word problems, comprehend the relationship between multiplication and division to mention
a few. 3-digit by 1-digit Division The 3-digit by 1-digit division worksheets comprise a variety of standard division problems and division word problems involving remainders and no remainders, divide and check the answers as well. 3-digit by 2-digit Division This collection of 3-digit by 2-digit division
worksheets features PDFs to find the quotient and remainder. Solve real-life word problems, multiply to check the answer, complete the process of division too. 4-digit by 1-digit Division Constructively engage students with this bundle of 4-digit by 1-digit division worksheets. Calculate the quotient and
remainder, fill missing digits and understand the inverse property of multiplication as well. 4-digit by 2-digit Division Efficiently and accurately solve exclusive 4-digit by 2-digit division exercises offered as a mix of standard and word problems. Reaffirm division skills with this section of printable division
worksheets. Dividing Large Numbers Navigate through the dividing large numbers worksheets and find myriad pdfs with division problems involving multi-digit dividends by 1, 2 and 3 digit divisors and calculate the quotient and remainder. Division Word Problems Highlighting the application of the concept
of division and brimming with real-life scenarios, this package of worksheets is a must-have for students to perform division with varied place values. In and Out Boxes for Division Walk through this assemblage of division worksheets with in and out boxes. Fill the out box using the rule, understand the
pattern and write the rule, complete the in or out boxes involving divisors up to 20. Multiplication and Division Fact Family The ready-to-use multiplication and division fact family worksheets help comprehend the relationship between multiplication and division. Identify the members, write the four facts and
a lot more. Estimating Products and Quotients Find a variety of estimating product and quotient worksheets to round numbers to the nearest tens and hundreds, round the leading digits to estimate the product, compare quotients and more. Sample Worksheets Q1: How do you solve division problems?
Ans: To solve division problems, we read the problem and identify the dividend and the divisor. Then, we divide the dividend by the divisor either mentally or by using long division method. We may also need to solve the problem further to get to the final answer. Q2: What is a division fact for 5th Graders?
Ans: Division facts are the division number sentences related to times tables. Therefore: 30 ÷ 3 = 10, 27 ÷ 3 = 9 and 24 ÷ 3 = 8 are all division facts for the three times table. By year 5, children know all of their times tables up to 12 x 12, and the corresponding division facts. They use the division facts to
solve division problems involving larger numbers. Q3: How do you divide numbers using long division? Ans: To divide numbers using long division, we put the divisor outside the division box and dividend inside it. We identify the first one or two digits that are closest to multiple of divisor which is either
equal or less than first one or two digits. We write the multiple in quotient box and below the digits in the dividend. Then, we subtract the multiple of divisor from first digits of the dividend. Then answer obtained is the remainder in this case. We bring down the next digit of dividend and repeat the same
process till we obtain the final remainder which is either 0 or a number less than the divisor. The previous grade fosters reasoning skills in kids to derive an arithmetic expression from the given word problem. With suitable operators to swiftly add, subtract, multiply and divide 4-digit numbers by a single-
digit number; the result of “division” operation is computed in terms of quotient and remainder. Also, long division methods and division by multiples of 10 and 100 enable to quickly divide the numbers and obtain a precise answer. In grade 5, the 2-digit divisors are introduced to further enhance the skills
for advanced math. Understanding of concepts like know-how technique to form multiplication tables; kids assimilate the proficiency in the estimation of the divisor and dividend to the nearest multiple of 10. The technique boosts fast math skills and enables kids to estimate the quotients as well. The
apprehension of “division” to fractional numbers and place value system is instrumental in learning measurements and cognate the conversion techniques. What is “Division”? “Division” as a math technique for the 5th graders is narrated as: “Formulation of a fair sharing model to divide the number
(dividend) in the specified number of groups (divisor)”. For example: Math Games for Teaching Division The abstract knowledge of foundational math skills is enhanced in each grade to learn the applicability and practical aspects. “Division” as a math essential begins by creating a partition model to
conceptualize and associated it with visual observation.  Fun learning math games for SplashLearn further hones the proficiency in dividing 4-digit numbers by a single-digit number and computing the quotient and the remainder (if any). Easy-to-grasp math games aligned to common core math standards
for grade-5 extend the skill to the division of numbers involving fractions and double-digit divisors. Well-formulated games assist kids to excel in math and engage in efficient homeschooling. Learning and outcome: In the 5th grade, reasoning to comprehend a word problem is nurtured by formulating valid
expressions. Kids learn to use standard algorithms and the corresponding properties of the math operations (such as the distributive property of multiplication; as a x b = b x a). With the knowledge of the base-10 system and estimating the closest multiple of 10 corresponding to a number; kids learn to
strategically break the dividend and the divisor apart in base-10 units for estimating the quotient. Projected learning outcomes are listed as follows: Discovering a pattern or structure to add, subtract, multiply and divide whole numbers, fractions, and numbers for graphical representation Understanding and
generalize patterns to solve arithmetic expressions using arithmetic operations Comprehending the fair sharing model by evaluating quotient in the decimal form Applying the distributive property to find the quotient place by place, starting from the highest place Estimating the closest base-10 multiple for
dividend and divisor to incorporate mental computation and nurture fast math skills Dividing fractions and 4-digit numbers by a 2-digit divisor & fraction Representing the math expressions & quotient using the place value system Required math skills: To learn the “division” operation involving fractions and
2-digit division, required math essentials insist fluently solving single-step and multistep math operations. These operations are addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of 4-digit numbers. The significant command in multiplying double-digit number to the single-digit number for close estimation is
helpful in working on long division method. Comprehension of the place-value system along with the interpretation in base-10 blocks and unit blocks are instrumental in the cultivation of visual observation skills to divide by fractional divisors. Engagement: SplashLearn worksheets encourage kids to think
logically with reasoning and language comprehension to understand math concepts. Unique, engaging and interactive interface with a colorful theme-based display foster deep-rooted concepts in kids. Following a well-planned routine to solve the comprehensive exercises assists in fast mental
calculations and excel in math without any fear. The upcoming section discusses the different cases with 2-digit numbers & fractional values as the divisor and corresponding decimal arithmetic. Division by 2-digit numbers To divide a number (between 10 and 10,000) by a 2-digit divisor (between 10 and
99), the long division method is followed. Two possible answers in such division are either whole number as a quotient or a quotient with a remainder. The remainder will always be less than the divisor. Division without remainder To divide a number by a two-digit divisor, consider an example as follows:    
  – 25↓   _                     →25 x 1 = 25          175       – 175                          → 25 x 7 = 175           000                         → No Remainder To solve the problem using fast math skills, estimate the closest value (a multiple of 10s and closer to the dividend) which upon subtraction will yield 0 or a remainder less
than the divisor. For example, 25 x 4 = 100 So, 25 x 8 = 200 As, 200 – 25 = 175, thus 25 x 7 = 175 and it can be subtracted from the remaining dividend. Division with remainder As discussed previously, the division result may end in a quotient and a remainder. Consider the following example:       – 66↓  
_                     →22 x 3 = 66          078       – 066                         → 22 x 3 = 66           012                         → Remainder As 20 is closer to 22 than 30, rewrite the divisor as 20 Similarly, 738 can be written as 700 Thus, a new equation is: 700 ÷ 20       – 60↓   _                     →20 x 3 = 60          100       –
100                          → 20 x 5 = 100           000                         → No Remainder With the estimation of dividend and the divisor, kids can easily find out the closest value of quotient in math puzzles. Division with fractional values As kids learn the division techniques for whole numbers and dividing the
number by a multi-digit divisor (single digit and two-digit), learning the “division” by fractional values turns easy. Following chart illustrates the multiple cases of the division with unit fractional values. Divide a unit fraction by a whole To divide a unit fraction by a whole number, illustration similar to a line plot
is helpful in understanding the method. For example, divide 1/7 by 3 Divide a line into 7 equal portions, further dividing each of them into 3 equal portions The total number of portions can be calculated as:  ÷ 3 ➔  X  ➔  ➔  Unit multiplication property of multipliers is used to frame the equation Reference
image: To divide 1/7 by 3, divide 1/7 into 3 blocks each. Divide whole by a unit fraction As the numbers are interchanged, a case in which a dividend is a whole number and the divisor is a unit fraction, the “division” equation is similarly framed using the line plot. The only difference is in the numerator
instead of the denominator. For example, divide 3 by 1/5 Divide a line into 3 equal portions, further dividing each of them into 5 equal portions The total number of portions can be calculated as: 3 ÷  ➔ 3 X  ➔  ➔  ➔ 15 Unit multiplication property of multipliers is used to frame the equation The problem can
be visually observed as the total number of boxes contained within 3 units. Reference image: To divide 3 by 1/5, count the number of blocks Division in decimal arithmetic The previous section illustrates the division of unit fractions by whole numbers and whole numbers by unit fractions. In decimal
arithmetic, the division is performed by representing the decimal values in a fractional form with the denominator as a multiple of 10. The denominator is evaluated by the place value of decimal. Following chart illustrates some examples of division problems involving decimal arithmetic. Divide decimals by
a multiple of 10 To divide a decimal number by a multiple of 10, adjustment in the place value of decimal is the first step. The decimal is adjusted to the left by one place with each 10. Divide decimals by a whole To divide a decimal number by a whole number, place value system to rewrite a decimal
number is helpful in framing an easy division equation. Following the method of long division or short division as per the multi-digit divisor, an equation can be solved as illustrated in the example. Decimal division To divide a decimal number by another decimal number, division equations are framed with
the knowledge of place value system and cancellation of base 10 multiples with each other. The concept is illustrated with an example for understanding the technique. Application “Division” operation using decimal arithmetic, unit fractions, and the multi-digit divisor is the foundation of learning
measurement, data representation, and geometry. Also, in practical aspects, the concept is used widely for drawing maps, re-scaling measurements such as length and height proportionately, converting physical quantities like weight and capacity etc. to different units (metric and US customary) for easy
interpretation. SplashLearn Division Games Worksheets for Grade 5 The utility of basic math operations in learning advanced math concepts is evident from the complexity of word problems in grade-5. With the development of division skills to fractional and 2-digit divisors; kids understand and grasp the
math involved in data representation, measurement and geometry and comprehension of “fair sharing model”.   Also, day-to-day math problems, strengthen the reasoning skill in kids. SplashLearn worksheets on “division”, comprising of puzzles, math riddles, single-step and multistep word problems are
an ideal summer-vacation assistant to prevent the skill loss. Neatly planned pre-k curriculum garnered special appreciation from mentors engaged in home schooling. Start practicing the exciting math games today to boost confidence and excel in math. Page 2 Round off Decimal Numbers Page 3 The
game gives students an opportunity to apply the concepts of attributes of 2D shapes to identify quadrilaterals. Students will identify kite, rhombuses, and parallelograms in this game. Students will need to analyze and select the correct answer from a set of given options. Page 4 Improve your child's
proficiency in geometry with this game. Concepts like shapes can be confusing for kids, but with practice, they can gradually get more comfortable. In this game, students identify triangles and squares. Page 5 Shapes, shapes, all the way! Shapes, shapes on their way! A trip to the amusement park is all
they need - are you here to help them play this way? Improve your child's proficiency in geometry with this game. The game encourages students to identify 2D shapes presented in different orientations. Page 6 Build your child's geometry skills with this game. Concepts like 3D shapes can be confusing
for kids, but with practice, they can gradually get more comfortable. The game requires students to use their understanding of 3D shapes and identify cylinders and spheres from the given set of shapes and to ... Page 7 Build your child's geometry skills with this game. Concepts like 3D shapes can be
confusing for kids, but with practice, they can gradually get more comfortable. The game includes visual representations, which prepare students for abstract concepts in the course. Students use three-dimensional shape... Page 8 Page 9 Give your child food for the mind with this game on place value.
Concepts like place value can be confusing for kids, but with practice, they can gradually get more comfortable. The game has a set of problems logically crafted for your child where they are required to complete the place value charts... Page 10 Counting Objects within 3 Page 11 Counting Objects within
3
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